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Customized individual travels in Mongolia
Freedom is in the steppe, happiness is in the steppe (mongolian proverb)
e-Mongol.com LLC established in Ulaan Baatar – Mongolia, and operating through
Internet, is born between web and steppes from a mongolian-french friendship and
collaborattion as well as a share of values belonging to these nomad lands respect,
simplicity, tolerance and hospitality. We are convinced in the need for Mongolia’s
sustainable development and act as responsible actors to support this fragile dream
comprising the nomads, their millenium culture and the infinite steppes.

Our tourisitic activities
Since 1999, we design, organize and guide individual discovery trips in Mongolia, especially in
4WD self-driving (unique in Mongolia !) but also in jeeps, treks or horse to meet the nomads, heirs
of a culture of wind and sky.
Spécialists of customized service, we have never orgniazed the same trip twice et we have the
skill to adapt to any demand from the most modest to the lost ambitious while sharing our rich
experience of the countryside.
As an example, we just assured the co-organization of the Bordeaux-Shanghai 4x4 raid during
its crossing of Mongolia in june 2004
We organize mostly tours according demands from groups, already setted-up : families,
associations, friends while favouring the realisation of original projects and a respectual approach
of the country. We have had an excellent feedback from our clients at that time and most of them
became friends.
We offer a robust logistic as well as the listening, the flexibility and the support to live an
unforgettable experience. We are service-minded and we are also dedicated to quality and
security.
Dates, programs, rythm, centers of interrest are at our traveller’s choice, the only limit is their
imagination, we care about the rest.
Discover, be moved, dream in full freedom and friendship : that’s what we propose. The program is
defined according the wishes ans possibilities of our travellers : meet the nomads pf the spteppes,
the buddhist monks in their monasteries, ride, drive, and walk in the infinity, watch the birds, camp
under stars, swim, fish, among other possible activities.
The rythm is our trips are customized, no fix program or planning is imposed on these lands
of freedom.
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Customized individual travels in Mongolia
Our travels are organized in the respect of people of Mongolia as well as a wild but fragile nature
Our expeditions
In the same spirit of designing original tours, we organize or support scientific expeditions, like
the expedition of Centre Terre, the famous potholing team organized to seek and discover the
larger and deeper cave of Mongolia (cf National Geographic, juin 2001 et mai 2002).
We also organize humanitary or environmental trips, especially by putting our logistic at
disposal of operations to support nomadic families, like dispensing medecines and medical
information.
Our website

www.e-mongol.com

We provide on our website a rich virtual gate to the country, its
culture through general inforamtion, travel guide, news, photo
galleries and web directory.
We aim to develop our activities under our domain name while
providing more services, products and information on Mongolia to
help in a better knowledge of this country under its different
fascinating aspects.
Who are we ?

The mongolian e-mongol.com team in its office
in Ulaan Baatar

The two founders :
Byambadalai Badam et François Robin

Contact in Europe : François Robin - FLBT@wanadoo.fr - 00 33 6 30 50 32 62
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